Power plant inspection is a regular activity for repair and maintenance purposes. Boiler headers serve as to tie multiple steam mains to one boiler or multiple boilers to one or more steam mains. The challenge to do inspection inside boiler headers is they come with different configuration of inspection entry. A special 'Platform Deployment Arm' (PDA) is built to latch the inspection robot inside the boiler header. A House of Quality (HOQ) approach is applied the design the PDA in order to construct the relationship between engineering or technical aspects with the customer requirements. Those requirements displayed in the form of matrix before translating it into the final design. All the designs and development selection process of PDA based on HOQ are shown in this study. Several lab tests were done to validate the workability of the PDA.
Introduction
Power plant or power station is a heart of electricity generation. Until today various sources of power electric generation comes to selection. A thermal power station or a coal fired thermal power plant is by far, the most conventional method of generating electric power with reasonably high efficiency. It uses coal or other fossil-fuel based as the primary fuel to boil the water available to superheated steam for driving the steam turbine. In a thermal power plant, where multiple boilers exist, boiler headers function to tie multiple steam mains to one boiler or multiple boilers to one or more steam mains. In conjunction to its thick wall and expose to various operating conditions, it is very important to inspect the boiler headers from time to time to prevent failures due to creep, thermo-mechanical and other malfunctioning issues. A routine inspection needs to be done during power plant maintenance period in order to fulfil the demand of electricity from the customers which increases everyday around the world. Since boiler headers are exposed to a very high temperature and pressure, it is important to ensure that the vessel is tightly sealed.
In order to fulfil safety precautions, only a small opening is allowed during the routine maintenance check. This is either achieved by cutting the nipple part of the boiler header or a dedicated handheld nipple which can be from the front, bottom, top or the side of the vessel. Due to the possible big gap between the entry point and the boiler header, the various entry positions, and the length of the boiler header, it is very difficult and tedious for technicians and engineers to inspect the boiler headers manually. This leads to the idea of developing an in-pipe robot for boiler inspection purposes. At the moment, prototypes robots for inspection has been developed in the previous project which are "MK-02" [1] and "LS-01" [2] . Besides building an inspection robot, a special robot deployment device need to be created in order to dispatch the robot safely and efficient inside the boiler header to do inspection. Several in-pipe inspection robots are reviewed to make as the reference on the conceptual [3] . This technical paper specifically focuses on developing of deployment device to release the robot inside the boiler headers for inspection task. Table 1 shows the working condition of a boiler header during maintenance period at thermal power plant [4]. During the inspection period, the boiler header will be at ambient temperature, normal humidity and atmospheric pressure. A possibility presence of water deposits and other chemicals residue such as precipitate phosphate need to be considered. The boiler headers are exposed to very high temperature and pressure, therefore it is important to ensure that the vessel is tightly sealed. Considering of the critical condition, only a small opening is allowed when maintenance work is done. This is either be achieved by cutting the nipple part of the boiler header or a dedicated handheld nipple which can be from the front, bottom, top or the side of the vessel.
From the visit at various thermal power plants, it is observed that boiler headers come with different types of configuration. The configuration depends where the boiler header is located for example at high pressure path or low pressure path inside the steam cycle flow. Difference in load generated by the power plant is one of the factor that caused boiler header comes with different type of arrangement. The bigger the load, a bigger size boiler header is needed to occupy the demand of steam required to rotate the turbine to generate more power. The working conditions and boiler headers configurations are the key factors in extracting the information to produce the design requirements and specification. Types of boiler header are summarized in Fig. 1 [5] .
